Q: See any humans or electric prods?
A: NO! Humans are able to stay outside of animal’s Flight Zone while animals flow through Moly’s FZA System with Turret Gate.

“With Turret Gate, cattle seem to be calmer and require less pressure or prodding, so it’s easier on the animals.”

--Joel Harrison
"THE BEAUTY OF THIS -- IT’S REALLY SAFE!"

— Joel Harrison

The Turret Gate Remote operates like a TV Remote...Press a button, Turret Gate turns. Press a button, & Turret Gate rolls back through to get another set of cattle. Press a button, swing Turret Gate, again. — Joel Harrison
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At 75 years old, I still enjoy handling cattle alone, with my dog, Rusty...and Moly’s Remote Control. My wife used to be concerned about my safety. Now, I don’t have to be in with the cattle in harm’s way. Moly’s Turret Gate & Flight Zone Avoidance System have made my cattle processing much EASIER and so much SAFER.

“...it’s all about the safety.

--Glenn Colberg

The highest impact area in livestock processing is when enclosing the animals into a smaller area, and then stepping into the animal’s flight zone to close a gate behind them, leading to animal stress.

LET MOLY’S REMOTE CONTROL TURRET GATE AND FLIGHT ZONE AVOIDANCE SYSTEM ---DO THE WORK!

Turret Gate, Remote Controls, & 225° of Circular Fencing (Remote & Manual Hydraulic Operation Included)

Single Adjustable Alley with Emergency Swing-Out Panels, & Powered Folding Tailgate

Extended SILENCER Chute with Rear Walk-Thru Doors

Flight Zone Avoidance System

Components may be purchased separately.

LESS PEOPLE, LESS EFFORT, MORE SAFETY!!

only $31,509.00
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